Most current speech recognizers use an observation space which is based on a temporal sequence of "frames" (e.g., Mel-cepstra). There is another class of recognizer which further processes these frames to produce a segment-based network, and represents each segment by fixed-dimensional "features." In such feature-based recognizers the observation space takes the form of a temporal network of feature vectors, so that a single segmentation of an utterance will use a subset of all possible feature vectors. In this work we examine a maximum a posteriori decoding strategy for feature-based recognizers and develop a normalization criterion useful for a segmentbased Viterbi or A' search. We report experimental results for the task of phonetic recognition on the TIMIT corpus where we achieved context-independent and context-dependent (using diphones) results on the core test set of 64.1% and 69.5% respectively.
INTRODUCTION
The SUMMIT speech recognizer developed by our group uses a segment-based framework for its acoustic-phonetic representation of the speech signal [22] . Feature vectors are extracted both over hypothesized segments and at their boundaries for phonetic analysis. The resulting observation space (the set of all feature vectors) takes the form of an acoustic-phonetic network, whereby different paths through the network are associated with different sets of feature vectors. This framework is quite different from prevailing approaches which employ a temporal sequence of observations. The segmental and feature-extraction characteristics of this recognizer provide us with a framework within which we try to incorporate knowledge of the speech signal. They enable us to explore different strategies for where to extract information from the speech signal, and allow us to consider a larger variety of observations than we could w i t h traditional frame-based observations.
We have always tried to cast the recognizer within a probabilistic framework in order to account for our incomplete knowledge. We have been troubled, however, that different paths through our segment-network compute likelihoods on essentially different observation spaces (different segments have different feature vectors),
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W~S SUP~OIWJ by DARF'A Under Contract "1-94-C-6040, monitored though Naval Command, Control and Ocean Surveillance Center. 1. Chang nceives support from Lucmt TechnOlOf5~. yet our decoder compares the likelihoods of each path to decide on the most-likely word sequence. Additionally, while we train models based on positive examples of our lexical units (e.g., phones), we compute and rank model likelihoods on segments which are not valid units during decoding. This problem is especially serious if likelihoods are converted to posterior probabilities, since apoo? likelihood could result in a very good posterior probability only because it happens to be a little better than the (positive) altematives.
Recently we have reexamined the probabilistic framework we have been using and have adopted a new strategy which we believe better accounts for our feature-based observation space, is intuitively a p pealing, and reauceS the number of tuning parameters required by our system. We now utilize the entire network of hypothesized segments (both positive and negative examples) during training, and try to account for the entire observation space during decoding.
In this paper we show how we derived this framework from basic MAP decoding principles, and present a normalization criterion which can be used to implement efficient decoding for a featurebased recognizer. We then report experimental evidence on phonetic recognition which we have used to evaluate the framework.
. MAPDECODING
In most probabilistic formulations of speech recognition the goal is to find the sequence of words W' = w1,. . . , YN, which has the maximum aposreriori (MAP) probability P(W1A). where A is the set of acoustic observations associated with the speech utterance:
In most speech recognizen, MAP decoding is accomplished by hypothesizing (usually implicitly) a segmentation S of the utterance into a connected sequence of lexical states or units. In these cases P(WIA) can be rewritten as
The latter approximation assumes that there is a single "correct" segmentation s' associated w i t h W'. This approximation simplifies the decoding process by allowing the use of dynamic programming algorithms which seek only the "best" path (e.g., Viterbi, or A').
The expression for P(WSIA) is typically converted to the form:
Since the denominator is independent of S or W, it is usually ignored during decoding. The remaining terms P(AS1W) and P(W) are usually estimated separately by acoustic and language models, respectively. In many formulations, such as hidden Markov models (HMMs), the term P(AS1W) is further decomposed into
P(AS[W) = P(AISW)P(SIW)
where P(SJW) determines the probability of a particular segmentation (e.g.. the HMM state sequence likelihood). P(AISW) determines the likelihood of seeing the acoustic observations given a particular segmentation (or state sequence).
Frame-based Observations
Most speech recognizers take as input a temporal sequence of vectors or frames, 0 = (01,. . . , OT}. which are normally computed at regular time intervals (e.g., 10 ms). In most cases a frame contains some form of short-term spectral information (e.g., Mel-cepstra). When the observation space consists of a sequence of frames, A = 0, and acoustic likelihoods are computed for every frame during decoding. Thus, the term P(AISW) accounts for all observations, and competing word hypotheses can be compared directly to each other since their acoustic likelihood is derived from the same observation space. Note that by definition A includes all observations so the denominator term P ( A ) can be ignored.
As mentioned previously, most recognizers use frame-based observations for input to the decoder. Thus aI1 discrete and continuous HMMs, including those using artificial neural networks for classifi- 
Feature-based Observations
In contrast to came-based approaches, in afeum-based framework, each segment Si is represented by a single fixed-dimensional feature vector zi. Typically, there is an extra stage of processing to convert the frame sequence 0 to corresponding features. Explicit segment or boundary hypotheses are necessary to compute the feature vector. A given n unit segmentation S = $1,. . . , S n will have a set of corresponding n feature vectors X = 21,. . . , Zn. As illustrated in Figure 1 , the observation space is transformed from a temporal sequence to a network, where different segmentations of the utterance will be associated with different feature-vectors.
Since alternative Segmentations will consist of d@em observation spaces, it is incorrect to compare the resulting likelihoods directly. in order to compare WO paths we must consider the entire observation space. Thus with the segmentation S, we must consider all other possible feature vectors in the space Y , corresponding to the set of all other possible segments R. In the top path in Figure 1 , X = {a1,a3, as}, and Y = (a2, a4). In the bottom path, X = {UI, 02, a4, as}, and Y = {as}. The total observation space A, contains both X and Y , so for MAP decoding it is necessary to estimate P(XY ISW). Note that since S implies X we can say P(XYlSW) = P(XYlW).
In practice, most feature-based recognition systems have nor estimated a probability for P(XY )W) but have only estimated the likelihood of X , P ( X J W ) [4,9, 13,221. The following section discusses one method for estimating P(XYlW) in an efficient manner.
MODELLING NON-LEXICAL UNITS
One approach to modelling P(XY1W) is to add an extra class to the lexical units which is defined to map to all segments which do nor correspond to one of the existing units. Consider the case where acoustic-modelling is done at the phonetic level, so that we build probabilistic models forindividual phones, (a}. In thisapproach we can view the the segments in R as corresponding to the extra am*-phone class 6. This class contains all types of sounds which are not a phonetic unit as they are either too large, too small, or overlapping etc. Two competing paths must therefore account for all segments, either as normal acoustic-phonetic units or as the anti-phone 6. In tbe example shown in Figure I , the top path therefore would map feature vectors {aa, 44) to &. whereas the bottom path would only map feature {as} to 6.
We can avoid classifymg all the segments in the search space by recognizing that P(XYlii), the probability that all segments are not a lexical unit, is a constant K, and has no effect on decoding. Assuming independence between X and Y , noting that P(Y1W) depends only on 6, we can decompose and rearrange P(XY1W)
Thus, when we consider a par&icular segmentation S we need only concern ourselves with the Ns feature vectors corresponding to S, but we must combine WO terms for each segment S i . The first term is the standard phonetic likelihood P(siIcr). The second term is the likelihood that the segment is the anti-phone unit, P(zil6). The net result which must be maximized during search is:
Note that this formulation remains the same whether contextindependent or context-dependent modelling is used. The term P(zilW) would be reduced accordingly. 
MODELLING LANDMARKS

P ( X Y Z ( S W ) = P ( X Y~S W ) P ( Z~S W )
If Z corresponds to a set of observations taken at landmarks or boundaries, then a particular segmentation will assign some of the landmarks to rrunsirions between lexical units, while the remainder will be considered to occur internal to a unit (i.e., within the boundaries of a hypothesized segment). Since any segmentation accounts for all of the landmark observations 2, there is no need for the normalization criterion discussed for segment-based feature vectors. If we assume independence between the NZ individual feature-vectors in 2, P(2lSW) can be written as
where zi is the feature vector extracted at the ith landmark.
Again, there is no assumption about whether context-independent or context-dependent (diphone) boundary models are used.
EXPERIMENTS
Our initial evaluations of this framework were based on phonetic recognition experiments using the TIMIT corpus [3] . Models were built using the TIMIT 61 label set and collapsed down to the 39 labels Our research was greatly facilitated by SAPPHIRE, a graphical speech analysis and recognition tool based on TcyTk that is being developed in our group f5]. SAPPHIRE'S flexibility and expressiveness allows us to quickly test novel ideas and frameworks.
Context-Independent Recognition
The first set of experiments we performed used 62 labels (61 TIMIT labels plus the anti-phone "not") to explore context-independent (CI) phonetic recognition using segment-based information only.
The feature vector consisted of MFCC and energy averages over segment thirds as well as two derivatives computed at segment boundaries. Duration was also included, as was a count of the number of internal landmarks in the segment. The resulting segment feature vector contained 77 dimensions. Mixtures of up to 50 diagonal Gaussians (400 for the anti-phone) were used to model the phone distributions on the training data. An initial principal components analysis (PCA) was done to normalize the feature space for the mixture generation (which uses K-means clustering as an initial step), though no dimensionality reduction was done. In order to reduce training computation, 20% of the possible anti-phone examples were randomly selected to train the anti-phone model. The CI segment models achieved 64.1% accuracy on the core test set.
Context-Dependent Recognition
The second set of experiments we performed used a set of contextdependent (CD) diphone models based on f e a m vectors extracted at hypothesized landmarks. The feature vector consisted of eight averages of MFCC and energy resulting in a 120 dimensional feature vector 1141. PCA was used to normalize the feature space and reduce the dimensionality to 50. A set of lo00 diphone classes (transition and internal) was created based on frequency of occurrence in the training data and simple similarity measures. Up to 50 mixture of diagonal Gaussians were used to model each class. When the diphone models were used by themselves, they achieved a phonetic recognition accuracy of 67.2% on the core test set. When combined with the CI segment models, the accuracy rose to 69.5%.
DISCUSSION
As shown in Table 1 , there are a number of published results on phonetic recognition using the core test set. There are still differences regarding the complexity of the acoustic and language models, thus making a direct comparison somewhat difficult. Nevertheless, we believe our results are competitive with those obtained by others, and that our performance will improve when we increase the complexity of our models. The independence assumption between X and Y made to enable efficient decoding is somewhat suspect since overlapping segments are likely correlated with each other. It would thedore be WO-CXamining alternative methods for modelling the joint XY space.
The framework holds whether or not the segmentation is done implicitly or explicitly, or whether the segmentation space is exhaustive, or resmcted in some way. The experiments reported here used a constrained network, since this is what we use to achieve near realtime perfonnance for our understanding systems. We are exploring alternative segmentation frameworks to better understand the computation vs. performance tradeoff.
The anti-phone unit we have used in these experiments was based on a single unit which was required to model all possible forms of non-phonetic segments. We have begun to explore the use of multiple anti-phone units to provide better discrimination between "good" and "bad" phones. Finally, we plan to explore CD segment models to improve upon our current performance with diphone models.
